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Let me shortly present myself

• Name: Magnus Deinzer

• Background: Forestry engineer

• Working as: Manager Sustainability

• Working for:
− SE Wood and Pulp Supply (Fibre sourcing)
− SE Paper Division Sustainability Team (Mills)

• Working in: Sustainable fibre sourcing

• Responsibilities:
− FSC/PEFC Forest certification and Chain of Custody
− Multi-site management
− Customer Service
− Trainings
− Audits
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Stora Enso in brief



Stora Enso – the renewable materials company

• Stora Enso is a leading provider of renewable 
solutions in packaging, biomaterials, wood and 
paper on global markets.

• Stora Enso’s business strategy is to transform 
from a traditional paper and board producer to a 
customer focused renewable materials company.

• Stora Enso worldwide

−25 000 employees in 35 countries

−Sales in 2016: EUR 9.8 billion

−Shares listed on Nasdaqin Helsinki and 
Stockholm
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Stora Enso Divisions
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Consumer Board Packaging 
Solutions

Biomaterials Wood Products Paper



Stora Enso 
Paper Division



Stora Enso Paper Division: 10 paper mills
and 2 sheeting plants in Europe and China

Newsprint
Book
Super-calandered
Coated
Office

DawangDawang

MaxauMaxau

LangerbruggeLangerbrugge

KvarnsvedenKvarnsveden

VeitsiluotoVeitsiluoto

OuluOulu

AnjalaAnjala

NymöllaNymölla

HylteHylte

SachsenSachsen

• 10 paper mills : 3 in 
Finland (Anjala, Oulu, 
Veitsiluoto), 3 in Sweden 
(Kvarnsveden, Hylte, 
Nymölla), 2 in Germany 
(Maxau, Sachsen), 1 in 
Belgium (Langerbrugge), 1 
in China (Dawang)

• 2 sheeting plants : 
Lumipaper Ltd (GB), 
Lumipaper N.V. (Belgium)
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Stora Enso Paper Division: Products and customers
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Office printing

Uncoated mechanical 
papers

Newsprint and book 
papers

Writing and educational 
needs

Transactional needs

Coated papers 

Paper 
selection for 
print media

Paper 
selection for 
office use

Our 
customers

Publishers, printers, retailers, advertisers, brand owners, merchants,
converters and office suppliers



Stora Enso Wood 
and Fibre Sourcing



Material use at Stora Enso in 2016 1
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Wood and fibre sources 
in Stora Enso paper mills
• Wood

• Pulp

• Paper for Recycling (PfR)
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Wood
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Wood

• Wood is the most important fibre raw material 
for the production of pulp and paper.

• Wood is renewable and recyclable.

• Forests are part of the climate solution:
− Growing forests sequester carbon.
− Forest products substitute fossil fuels and 

other more carbon intensive materials (like 
steel, concrete or aluminium).
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Pulp
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Pulp

• Apart from wood (and
sawmill chips) paper mills
also use fresh fibre pulp.

• The pulp is sourced from
− Stora Enso own pulp

mills (“internal pulp“)
− external pulp mills

(“market pulp“).
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Paper for 
Recycling
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Paper for Recycling (PfR )

• Paper is the most recycled product in Europe (recycling rate 
over 70%).

• In densely populated areas with high paper consumption rates 
recovered fibre  is a major fibre source (“urban forests”).

• There is no “endless recycling loop”: Paper can not be 
recycled indefinitely, but only 5-7 times (then fibres begin to 
degenerate).
– Fresh fibre is always essential for paper  production: “No 

recovered fibre without fresh fibre.”

• Stora Enso is one of the largest PfR consumers in Europe.

• Stora Enso’s goal is to source PfR as close as possible to its 
mills to optimize logistics and to minimize environmental 
impacts and costs.
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Sustainability



What is “Sustainability” or “Sustainable developmen t”?

• “Development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs” (Our 
Common Future, 1987)

• “Living from income rather than capital”

• “Not cheating on your children”

• “The capacity to endure over time”
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Gro Harlem Brundtland , Chairman
World Commission on Environment and 
Development (Brundtland Commission) 
(1983)



The “Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability”
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Sustainability at 
Stora Enso



Our Sustainability Agenda
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1. We care about all our people

2. We help communities be resilient

3. We play fair
Employees and 
wider workforce Community Business ethics

1. 2. 3.

4. We use natural resources with care

5. We combat global warming

6. We respect the local environment
Materials, Water 

& Energy Carbon 
dioxide

Forests, Plantations
& Land Use

4. 5. 6.

7. We help customers be sustainable

8. We choose like-minded partners

9. We reward investors sustainablyCustomers Suppliers Investors

7. 8. 9.

Stakeholder input
Materiality

Total Contribution
to Society (TCS)



Sustainable forestry – based on obligatory 
and voluntary requirements

International commitments, e.g. UN commitment/
Rio de Janeiro biodiversity agreement

National and international conservation programs 

Forest and conservation legislation

Forest 
certification

Company policies
and guidelines

Voluntary

Obligatory
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Stora Enso’s Wood and 
Fibre Sourcing Policy

• Apart and on top of a multiple set of sustainability policies and 
guidelines (Code of Conduct, Business Practice Policy etc.), 
Stora Enso has its own “Stora Enso Wood and Fibre Sourcing 
Policy”.

• This policy
− sets the frame for responsible sourcing in general
− and comprises all rules and requirements (both legal and 

voluntary) which must be met in any Stora Enso sustainable 
wood and fibre sourcing activities worldwide.
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Sustainable 
forestry
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Sustainable forestry – Why is it important for Stora Enso?

• Sustainable forestry is the basis for all our fibre procurement activities 
and therefore

• “A must” for Stora Enso:
− We respect and support biodiversity.
− We use traceability systems.
− We support forest certification, because

• Forest certification is a helpful instrument to manage forests in a 
sustainable way
− both our own forests and plantations
− and also the forests of our wood and pulp suppliers.
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Sustainable forestry in practice

• Harvested wood volumes are smaller than average total forest growth 
rates over the years.

• Regeneration of forests is actively supported
− either via natural regeneration by seedlings
− or via artificial regeneration by planting.

• Damages to young trees by red/roe deer and moose are limited by 
professional hunting management.

• (Preferrably local) people are fairly employed for forest works.

• Forests are preserved as biodiversity biotopes for wild animals and 
natural plants.

• The important functions of forests for the protection of soil, groundwater 
and climate are preserved.
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The cycle of sustainable forestry in Continental Eu rope 
(One rotation period = ~ 80-120 years)
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Regeneration felling 
(big harvesters)

Mixture of coniferous 
(spruce, pine, fir, 
douglas fir) and 
broad-leaved trees 
(beech) to stabilize 
stands against insects 
(bark beetles) and 
storms

Commercial thinning 
(small harvesters)

Natural regeneration (partly 
supported by planting)

Retention of “Mother trees”

Standing/lying stumps 
to keep ecologically 
valuable dead wood as  
habitat for insects, 
birds, mammals and 
mushrooms

Pre-commercial thinning 
(manual brushcutter)



Forest 
certification
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Forest certification

• An experienced, competent and 
independent accredited auditor (an 
authorized forestry expert) verifies in 
regular forest audits that a 
forest/plantation is managed 
sustainably according to a Forest 
certification standard . Independent 
audits assure: “Third-party verification”. 

• Since forest conditions differ worldwide, 
there is a need for several different 
certification systems.

• All are based on economic, 
environmental and social criteria .
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Social
criteria

Sustainable
forestry



FSC® and PEFC™ – The two main forest 
certification systems

• FSC®: Forest Stewardship Council

• PEFC™: Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification
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Stora Enso cooperates with FSC/PEFC, ENGOs, 
certification bodies and service providers

• Stora Enso supports and promotes forest certification
wherever it operates worldwide, both in own SE forests
and plantations and also in leased forests or in forests of
SE wood suppliers.

• We encourage and support forest owners to certify their 
forests and we establish certification groups for forest 
owners, e.g. in Finland, Sweden, Russia, Baltic states.

• Stora Enso is member in different national and 
international FSC/PEFC initiatives and cooperates with 
influential national and international ENGOs (like WWF), 
industry federations (like Finnish Forest Industry 
Federation, VDP, CEPI etc.), certification bodies (e.g. 
NEPCon, DNV) and service providers (e.g. 
Carnstone/PREPS).

• We participate in both national and international 
FSC/PEFC stakeholder processes to (further) develop 
forest certification schemes.
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Stora Enso constantly increases the share of 
certified fibre input into its mills.

• In 2016 the share of certified wood and pulp in our  
total fibre supply (FSC and PEFC) was 83% (80% in 
2015, 78% in 2014 and  2013, 74% in 2012, 66% in 2011, 
67% in 2010).

• Note:
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Only ~ 11% of the 
world’s forests are 

certified!



Traceability



“Traceability”: We know where our wood  comes from
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• Our traceability system covers wood, chips and 
pulp.

• We can trace 100% of our purchased wood fibre
back to its origin.

• Regular controls by internal and external audits.

• In addition, 100% of our purchased wood fibre is 
covered by third party verified FSC/PEFC Chain of 
Custody (CoC) certification.



Chain of Custody 
(CoC)



“Chain of Custody (CoC )” –
from certified forests to certified products

• The first link in the Chain of Custody is always a certified forest (Forest Management “FM” certification),

• followed by one/several links in the “Chain of Custody” (CoC) of the same system (FSC or PEFC).

• Everyone who “takes ownership ” has to be certified (incl. printers, converters etc.).

Forest

FM

Wood procurement

CoC

Production

CoC

Customer Certified 
Product
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What is a Chain of Custody “multi-site (certification)” ?

• On the contrary to a “single-site certification” (each site has its own certificate and 
certificate number) there are many sites included in a “multi-site certification”.

• All sites have 1 joint CoC certificate number.

• The multi-site is managed by a multi-site manager (so-called “CoC Central Office”).

• All sites work according to the same streamlined internal CoC rules (developed, updated 
and regularly trained and internally audited by multi-site manager).
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FSC/PEFC CoC multi-site
of Stora Enso Paper Division



FSC®/PEFC™/ISO multi-site of SE Paper Division
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Mill (Country) ISO 9001 
(Quality)

ISO 14001 
(Environment)

OHSAS 18001
(Health & Safety)

ISO 50001
(Energy)

FSC CoC PEFC CoC

Anjala (Finland) √ √ √ √ √ √

Dawang (China) √ √ √ √

Hylte (Sweden) √ √ √ √ √ √

Kvarnsveden (Sweden) √ √ √ √ √ √

Langerbrugge (Belgium) √ √ √ √ √ √

Lumipaper Ltd (UK) √ √ √ √ √

Lumipaper NV (Belgium) √ √ √ √ √ √

Maxau (Germany) √ √ √ √ √ √

Nymölla (Sweden) √ √ √ √ √ √

Oulu (Finland) √ √ √ √ √ √

Sachsen (Germany) √ √ √ √ √ √

Veitsiluoto (Finland) √ √ √ √ √ √
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FSC certificate number of
Stora Enso Paper Division: 

DNV-COC-000020
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PEFC certificate number of
Stora Enso Paper Division: 
88484-2010-AE-FIN-FINAS



SE paper mills and their FSC/PEFC claims
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Mill FSC System FSC Claim PEFC System PEFC Claim

Anjala Credit FSC Mix Credit
FSC Controlled Wood

Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified

Dawang Credit FSC Mix Credit
FSC Recycled Credit

No PEFC system No PEFC system

Hylte Credit FSC Mix Credit Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified (min. 30% recycled material)

Kvarnsveden Credit FSC Mix Credit Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified

Langerbrugge Percentage FSC Recycled 100% Percentage 100% PEFC certified (100% recycled material)

Maxau Credit FSC Mix Credit
FSC Recycled Credit (only for 

special customers)

Volume Credit PubliPress: 100% PEFC certified (min. 50% rec. material)
EnviPress: 100% PEFC certified (min. 90% rec. material)

Nymölla Credit FSC Mix Credit Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified

Oulu Credit FSC Mix Credit Average Percentage 94% PEFC certified

Sachsen Credit FSC Recycled Credit
FSC Mix Credit

Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified (100% recycled material)
100% PEFC certified (min. 90% recycled material)

Veitsiluoto Credit FSC Mix Credit Volume Credit 100% PEFC certified



Example: PEFC + FSC data on 2 different mill order 
line levels (02/03) on delivery document Packing Li st 
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FSC Controlled Wood 
(CW)



What is FSC Controlled Wood (CW )?

• There is a general scarcity of FSC certified raw material (especially in Europe, e.g. in Finland, (partly 
Sweden), Norway, Germany, France, Austria, Belgium, Netherlands).

• Companies with an FSC Chain of Custody certification which mix FSC certified material with not FSC 
certified material (e.g. in order to use the claim „FSC Mix“) have to ensure that the not FSC certified 
material does not come from so-called „unacceptable s ources“ .

• What are these “unacceptable sources”?
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Unacceptable sources according to FSC Controlled Wo od

1. Illegally harvested wood (related to “Ilegal sources according to EU 
Timber Regulation”)

2. Wood harvested in violation of traditional and 
human rights

3. Wood from forests in which high conservation values 
are threatened by management activities

4. Wood from forests being converted to plantations 
and non-forest use

5. Wood from forests in which genetically modified trees 
are planted
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Controversial sources according to PEFC: 
Forest activities which are …

1. not complying with local, national or international legislation , applying to forest related activities, in particular 
in the following areas (related to “Ilegal sources according to EU Timber Regulation”):
1. forestry operations and harvesting, including biodiversity conservation and conversion of forest to 

other use ,
2. management of areas with designated high environmental and cultural values ,
3. protected and endangered species , including requirements of CITES,
4. health and labour issues relating to forest workers,
5. indigenous peoples ' property, tenure and use rights,
6. third parties' property, tenure and use rights ,
7. payment of taxes and royalties ,

2. not complying with legislation of the country of harvest relating to trade and customs , in so far as the forest 
sector is concerned (related to “Ilegal sources according to EU Timber Regulation”),

3. utilising genetically modified forest based organisms ,

4. converting forests to other vegetation types, including conversion of primary forests to forest plantations.
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How can unacceptable/controversial sources 
be excluded in wood and fibre sourcing?

• Unacceptable sources can be excluded 
by a so-called “Due Diligence System 
(DDS)” which is part of the Chain of 
Custody system of each FSC/PEFC 
certificate holder.

• What is a Due Diligence System?
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Due Diligence 
Systems (DDS)



Due Diligence System (DDS) – Definition and objectiv e

• The term “Due Diligence” means "required carefulness" or "reasonable care“ and is a tool to mitigate risks.

• As to sustainable wood and fibre sourcing, Due Diligence Systems are used in
− FSC (Controlled Wood),
− PEFC (Controlled Sources),
− EU Timber Regulation (EUTR).

• The objective of a DDS is to avoid material from “unacceptable sources” (FSC) / ”controversial sources” 
(PEFC) / illegal sources (EUTR). 

• Definition according to FSC: “… a system of measures and procedures to minimize the risk of sourcing 
material from unacceptable sources.

• Material from unacceptable / controversial sources is not allowed to be used in FSC Mix products / PEFC 
products. That’s why such sources need to be excluded.
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A Due Diligence System consists of 3 main 
elements (“three-phase system DDS”)

1. Obtaining information
1. Supplier
2. Certification status of supplier
3. Wood origin

2. Risk assessment
1. Forest sources (wood origin)
2. Supply chain

3. Risk mitigation (Control measures)
1. Forest sources (wood origin)
2. Supply chain
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The FSC Controlled Wood 
Due Diligence process
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The Due Diligence process 
in EU Timber Regulation
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Due Diligence
at Stora Enso



Due Diligence at Stora Enso: Is “mixed tropical
hardwood” an issue in paper from Stora Enso?

• No, Stora Enso does not use 
any mixed tropical hardwood 
tree species.

• Normally Stora Enso uses 
softwood (“long-fibre”) tree 
species (spruce, pine) for the 
production of pulp, paper and 
board as well as European
hardwood (“short-fibre”) tree 
species (birch, poplar, beech).

• Only 1 paper mill uses 
Eucalyptus fibres, not from rain 
forests in Asia but from 
plantations in Brazil.
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What tree species do we use for our book paper?
Where does the wood come from?

The book paper for Norwegian publishers mainly comes from

• 2 board mills: Fors (Sweden) and Imatra (Finland)
− Tree species: Betula spp. (Birch), Picea abies (Norway spruce), Pinus

sylvestris (Scots pine), Populus spp. (Poplar)
− Countries of harvest: Baltic countries, Belorussia, Finland, Russia, Sweden

• 2 paper mills
− Anjala (Finland)

− Tree species: Picea abies (Norway spruce), Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine)
− Countries of harvest: Baltic countries, Finland, Russia

− Oulu (Finland)
− Tree species: Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus urograndis) , Picea abies

(Norway spruce), Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine)
− Countries of harvest: Brazil (Veracel plantations) , Finland
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Stora Enso 
plantations



Why are plantations important for Stora Enso?

• Plantations provide cost-effective raw material
that helps to meet the growing demand for wood.

• Growth rates in southern plantations are up to ten 
times higher than in the Northern hemisphere.

• Sustainable tree plantations 
− are economically profitable, 
− support the conservation

of native ecosystems and
− enhance local welfare.
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Stora Enso plantations and sustainability

• Stora Enso only operates on land with low biodiversity value which is 
not suitable for agriculture, such as former pasturelands.

• Stora Enso never converts natural forests or protected areas into 
plantations or establishes plantations on water-sensitive locations.

• When establishing new plantations
− Stora Enso uses internationally approved principles, such as the 

Food and Agriculture Organisation’s (FAO) Voluntary Guidelines on 
Planted Forests.

− Stora Enso cooperates with internationally respected ENGOs like 
WWF (e.g. in New Generation Plantations Platform NGPP).

− Stora Enso recognizes indigenous peoples’ rights and ensures that 
its plantations are an integral part of local land use.

− Stora Enso certifies its commercial plantations to ensure that social, 
environmental and economic sustainability are taken into 
account.ration.
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Stora Enso in Brazil: We save and restore atlantic ra inforest: 
Veracel and its “Mosaic Landscape” , watch video here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwrV_yQ46Q0
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Stora Enso in Laos: We clear bombs and promote 
agroforestry: Our plantations grow more than 
trees, they also grow food , watch video here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gsg6pg1Ze78



Appendix



FSC/PEFC Labels



Claims and labels – What is the difference?

• A claim is a statement/declaration about the
certification status of a certified product, e.g. 
on invoicing and delivery documents, e.g.
− “FSC Mix Credit“, “FSC Recycled Credit“ 
− “100% PEFC certified“

• And what is a “label“?
− English “to label”: � To put a label on a 

certified product (“on-product labelling”)
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Is labelling obligatory or voluntary?
Is there any difference between “certified” and “la belled”?

• Labelling is voluntary. 
− Each certificate holder can decide if
− and if yes, which of his certified products he wants to label.

• Yes.
− Labelled products must be certified.
− But certified products are not always labelled (because 

labelling is voluntary).
− Recommendation: Always talk in general about “certified

products” (not “labelled” products). 
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Different FSC/PEFC label templates
(colours, languages, portrait/landscape, on-/off-product)
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“On-” and “Off-product (marketing/promotional) labe lling”

• “On product labelling”
(e.g. on paper reels, 
pallets, reams)

• “Off product 
(marketing/promotional) 
labelling" (e.g. on 
invoices, marketing 
material, flyers, 
brochures, annual 
reports)
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What is the relevant detail on FSC/PEFC labels?
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• Each certificate holder’s specific FSC/PEFC logo license number (here that one of SE Paper Division):

− FSC C015932

− PEFC/02-31-86



Dawang FSC paper reel label (on-product)
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Oulu FSC (Mix) paper reel label (on-product)
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Veitsiluoto PEFC lid label (on-product)
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Nymölla MultiCopy FSC ream label (on-product)
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Ecolabels



Ecolabels

• Ecolabels are voluntary tools indicating that awarded products have a 
reduced environmental impact compared to similar products. The 
related criteria are defined in a way that only a certain percentage of 
products can meet them. 

• Ecolabel criteria include the whole life cycle of a product, from the 
extraction of raw materials throughout production, use and disposal.

• Common Ecolabels are
− EU Ecolabel
− Nordic Ecolabel (“Nordic Swan”)
− Blue Angel (“Der Blaue Engel”)

• Using paper with an ecolabel not only provides third-party evidence of 
superior environmental performance, but also fulfils a prerequisite for 
the final paper product to be also awarded an ecolabel.
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Sustainable fibre input 
(FSC, PEFC, recycled)

Lower 
use of 
energy

Reduced 
discharges 
to waterRestricted use of 

hazardous substances
Reduced 
emissions 
to air



Ecolabels for Stora Enso paper products

• Stora Enso’s ambition is to continuously develop 
innovative paper products.

• More than 90% of Stora Enso Paper Division’s own 
brands have been  awarded one or more ecolabels 
for their environmental excellence.

• We will maintain our ecolabels and apply for further 
products according to customer requests.

• Stora Enso paper products and their respective  
ecolabels and ISO/FSC/PEFC certificates can be 
found on Stora Enso Paper Product Finder
http://printingandreading.storaenso.com/product-
finder
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More information 
about Stora Enso



More information about Stora Enso 
and Sustainability
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• Stora Enso: http://www.storaenso.com

• Renewable future by Stora Enso: What a tree can do: http://renewablefuture.storaenso.com/

• Stora Enso Paper: http://printingandreading.storaenso.com/

• Stora Enso Paper Product Finder: http://printingandreading.storaenso.com/product-finder

• Stora Enso and Sustainability: http://www.storaenso.com/sustainability

• Sustainable fibre sourcing and paper production at Stora Enso: 
http://printingandreading.storaenso.com/sustainability

• Stora Enso certificates: http://www.storaenso.com/rethink/responsibility/certificates
− Stora Enso Paper Division’s FSC database entry: http://info.fsc.org/details.php?id=a0240000005sUPZAA2&type=certificate&return=certificate.php

− Stora Enso Paper Division’s PEFC database entry: http://www.pefc.org/find-certified/certified-certificates?search=88484-2010-AE-FIN-FINAS&searchtype=universal_search

• Stora Enso Sustainability Report: http://www.storaenso.com/rethink/responsibility/global-responsibility-report



Follow us also on:
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• storaenso.com

• youtube.com/storaenso

• facebook.com/storaenso

• twitter.com/storaenso

• linkedin.com/company/stora-enso

• instagram.com/storaensoworld



Magnus Deinzer

Manager Sustainability, Stora Enso Paper Division

magnus.deinzer@storaenso.com

Thank you.


